
3 chambre Appartement à vendre dans Pego, Alicante

Nestled in the bustling centre of Pego, this airy and generously proportioned three-bedroom apartment offers an
ideal city lifestyle.

Within mere blocks, residents can access the vibrant hub of Pego's bars, restaurants, shops, and essential amenities,
making it a convenient option for professionals or those reliant on public transport.

Secured by an intercom system, the front door of the building leads to a lift that swiftly transports residents to their
doorstep.

Entering the apartment, a welcoming entrance hall guides you to the left, unveiling the bright and comfortable living
room, while to the right lies the spacious and fully fitted kitchen. The living room opens up to a balcony, offering
charming views of the town. The kitchen provides ample work and storage space, complete with an outside laundry
area.

Continuing down the corridor, you'll find three well-sized bedrooms and a family bathroom boasting a bathtub and
overhead shower. Ducted air conditioning is pre-installed in all bedrooms and rooms.

While the apartment would benefit from some refreshing, its appealing price and prime location make it an excellent
investment opportunity. Don't miss the chance to view this value-packed home perfectly situated in the heart of Pego.
Viewing is recommended.

5 Real Estate are Spains fastest growing full service, fixed-fee international estate agency, with numerous offices in the
north and south Costa Blanca, as well as the Murcia region.

We are committed to providing a transparent and first-class service to all our clients, whether buyers or sellers. From
the moment you first contact us you will realise the difference we provide and promote as standard. You can be
confident you are dealing with efficient, reliable professionals with many years of experience in Spanish real estate.

At 5 Real Estate we only sell properties that are directly listed with ourselves which means we personally know each of
the vendors, their homes, and the areas in which they are located. Given our extensive portfolio of directly listed
properties we feel confident we can find the right property to match your requirements.

So, make an enquiry today and find out why we are so different and why we are becoming the agent of choice for both
buyers and vendors alike.

  3 chambres   2 salles de bains   138m² Taille de construction
  138m² Taille de la parcelle   Community Fees (Annual): 420   Local Tax (Annual): 350
  Part furnished   Street Parking   Fully Fitted Kitchen
  Separate Kitchen   Built year: 2007   Air conditioning
  Proximity: Shopping   Fitted wardrobes   Video entry system
  Lift   WIFI available   Central location
  Ceiling fans   Proximity: Restaurants   Proximity: City
  Oven   Accessability\proximity: Museums   Accessability\proximity: Bus

100.000€

 Propriété commercialisée par 5 Real Estate
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